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Abstract. Change detection on continuous rigid frame bridges is challenging due to its complex
shapes. Accurate and effective change analysis is necessary to not only locate the changes but also
investigate the root causes behind. Registration of 3D imageries collected at different times for
structural change analysis, however, is an obstacle even with the help of advanced registration
algorithms. This study proposed a knowledge-based registration approach that segments point
clouds into structural elements for recovering the correlated torsional and bending behaviors of
connected bridge elements. The proposed approach uses the joint equilibrium condition between
structural elements as domain knowledge to guide the selection of correspondences for point cloud
registration and element-level change detection. Besides, the approach iterates the correspondence
locating process until change detection results comply with the joint equilibrium condition. The
results indicate that the proposed knowledge-based registration approach provides more reliable
correlated change detection results than using the Iterative Closest Point (ICP) algorithms.

1. Introduction
Curved bridges have the advantages of great adaptability of roads and aesthetically pleasing
shapes widely used in transportation systems (Pahlavan et al., 2015). The continuous rigid
frame bridge can adjust the force of the bridge reasonably and avoid setting up bearings (Li,
Yang, and Yang, 2015; Zong et al., 2016). Designers, therefore, favor the bridge design of
curved continuous rigid frames in practice. However, change detection on such bridges for
revealing potential structural failures is challenging. Because of the horizontal curvatures, a
complicated bending-torsion coupling interaction occurs in bridge components under vertically
asymmetrical loads. Such coupling interactions often result in a higher force and displacement
demands in curved bridges compared to straight bridges (Feng et al., 2018). Also, developing
spatial changes on structural elements of bridges can be indicators of structural defects and
possible structural deteriorations (Kalasapudi et al., 2018). Accurate and effective change
analysis is thus necessary to not only locate the changes due to torsional and bending behaviors
of the bridge elements but also investigate the root causes behind. Such analysis also supports
decision making during future inspection and maintenance over the service life of bridges.
However, the current practice of bridge inspection still heavily rely on the judgment of field
bridge engineers and tedious inspection works require large amounts of manual surveying
(Hüthwohl, Lu and Brilakis, 2016). Terrestrial laser scanning (TLS) provides the potential for
acquiring accurate geometric information of bridges and give a quantitative estimation of the
as-is conditions (Meral, 2011). Recent studies revealed the potential of using point cloud data
collected by laser scanners at different times for detecting spatial changes of bridge structures
over the years (Tang and Akinci, 2012; Kalasapudi et al., 2018). Using acquired 3D data for
supporting bridge inspection by aligning two point clouds captured from different times and
visually comparing the differences is essential for change detection (Kasireddy and Akinci,
2015). Such aligned process is the “registration” of two point cloud datasets into one common
coordinate system. However, conventional registration approach by simply aligning raw point
clouds not only requires a significant amount of human efforts (i.e., select control points, extract
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2D features, and so on) but also challenging in terms of accuracy and computational efficiency.
Analyzing changes of large-span bridges from 3D point clouds, which may contain billions of
points, becomes more challenging (Kasireddy and Akinci, 2015). Unreliable or inaccurate
registration of 3D laser scanning datasets of a bridge collected at different times can lead to
incorrect detections of spatial changes and eventually leading to unreliable condition
assessment of bridge structures (Kalasapudi, Tang and Turkan, 2017).
Structural deteriorations on bridges follow specific patterns depending on the structure type and
designed loading capacity (Law, Silcock, and Holden, 2018). Previous studies have claimed the
potential of using similar deformation patterns as knowledge for supporting reliable change
detection (Zong et al., 2016). Changes on connected bridge elements are correlated and should
follow the same deformation patterns according to fundamental structure theorem (Xu, Yang,
and Neumann, 2018). Besides, certain bridge elements contain different structural
characteristics in terms of deformation. Girders on a curved continuous rigid frame bridge
should suffer both bending and torsion due to the curvature and other causes (i.e., concrete
shrinkage, prestress losses, and so on) (Feng et al., 2018; Mangalathu et al., 2018). Plus, girders
and piers on such bridge are rigidly connected and do not allow relative rotation. Piers on such
bridge will have lateral displacement triggered by the torsion of the connected girders (Yuan
and Harik, 2010). Such structural engineering knowledge help not only determines
correspondences on different datasets for accurate element-level registration and deformation
analysis but also validate the change detection results using the moment equilibrant theorem.
Registration is a process that aligns two point clouds. Global registration is an alignment
method to align multiple three-dimensional shapes in arbitrary initial positions (Gelfand et al.,
2005). Existing studies reveal the potential of applying advanced registration algorithms for
global change detection with a limited explanation on the detected spatial changes (Antova,
2015; Zheng et al., 2016; Kalasapudi et al., 2018). Others have discussed and examined the
potential of applying the non-rigid registration method for revealing spatial transformations of
local correspondence (Bosché, 2010; Ma et al., 2017). Some studies examined an automated
method for bridge element segmentation (Lu and Ioannis, 2018; Lu, Brilakis and Middleton,
2018). Other studies developed automatic skeleton detection algorithms for object detection
(Han and Lee, 2013; Saha, Borgefors and Sanniti di Baja, 2016). Structure engineers, however,
spend efforts in experimental testing and finite element modeling for understanding bridge
failure modes (Barbato and Conte, 2006; Conte and Zhang, 2007; Moaveni and Conte, 2014).
However, limited research has considered the fundamental structural theorem when registering
two datasets with partially overlapped points for change detection.
This study proposed a structural engineering knowledge-based registration approach that firstly
segments point clouds into structural elements for recovering the torsional and bending
behaviors of structural elements. The proposed approach uses the joint equilibrium condition
between structural elements as domain knowledge to guide the selection of correspondences
for point cloud registration and element-level change detection. Besides, the approach iterates
the correspondence locating process until a finely registered scan. In the end, the approach
correlates the detected changes for validating the change detection results and assessing
structural system behaviors

2. Methodology
The proposed research has two objectives: 1) Establish a registration method using joint
equilibrium condition between structural elements as domain knowledge for reliable 3D point
clouds registration to detect element-level deformations; 2) Validate the correlated change
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detection results using structural engineering knowledge (equilibrium condition at the joints
between/among structural elements). The proposed research then examined the established
knowledge-based registration method for spatial change detection by using a prestressed
concrete curved continuous rigid frame bridge as a case in China.
Structural deterioration knowledge is the information associated with particular structural
deformation patterns of bridges. Besides, deformation patterns of adjacent girders and pier
connected at a joint should follow specific structure rules depending on the boundary condition
(i.e., bending-torsion coupling scenario occurred at rigid frame bridges). The proposed
knowledge-based registration method uses joint equilibrium condition between structural
elements as domain knowledge with bridge inspection experiences to help support reliable
change detections. The pipeline of the proposed knowledge-based registration approach shown
in Figure 1 below.

Figure 1: Structural Engineering Knowledge-based Point Cloud Registration Workflow

The proposed method first segments point clouds into structural elements for recovering the
correlated torsional and bending behaviors of connected bridge elements. Often, the local
deformations could be “overwhelmed” by rigid body motions at the structure level when
conducting element-level change analysis with global registration method. The authors first
conducted structure skeletonization to extract skeletons of the upper (girder) and the lower part
(pier) of the bridge. For the upper part of the bridge, the authors draw a polyline based on the
centreline of the bridge from the top view. Based on the polyline (path), the authors define the
distance along the path between two orthogonal sections in order to create multiple orthogonal
sections along the polyline (the distance must be small in order to get more orthogonal sections
in order to represent the shape of the bridge better). As for the pier, the authors extract the
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contour of each pier on its side view. After skeletonization of the bridge, the authors identify
joints based on the contours of piers and orthogonal sections. Then, the authors isolate the pier
from the superstructure and segment each span for preparation of local registration.
The authors then assess the joint equilibrium condition at joints that connecting adjacent girders
and pier based on the boundary condition. As a rigid frame bridge, the superstructure and
substructure are rigidly connected at joints to act as a continuous unit. The joints connecting
structure elements are rigid connections which transfer bending moment, axial forces, and shear
forces. Besides, such rigid connections do not allow relative rotations between connected
structural elements. However, boundaries of girders and the bottom part of piers tend to have
relatively small deformations, even the girders and piers are experiencing bending and torsional
behaviors. The authors first decided to use boundaries of girders and the bottom part of piers as
correspondences for local registration to detect deformations of girders and piers. Next, the
proposed method will conduct a local registration on each span and pier segmented from the
previous step between different datasets. During the registration, a point-pair method has been
used based on the correspondences selected according to the joint equilibrium condition
assessment. For instance, Figure 2 shows the selected correspondence (four points) at the left
end of a girder for registration of the third span. The authors conducted a Cloud-to-cloud (C2C)
distance calculation for change detection.

Figure 2: Selected Correspondence at Both Ends of a Girder

At last, the proposed method correlates and validates the change detection results of girders and
piers according to the joint equilibrium condition at the joints between structural elements. If
the correlated change detection results do not comply with the joint equilibrium condition, the
proposed method will update the correspondences by using unchanged segments from the
change detection results for another iteration of change detection. The method will iterate the
correspondence updating and registration process until change detection results comply with
the joint equilibrium condition.

3. Case Study: Inspection of a Curved Continuous Rigid Frame Bridge in China
The studied bridge is at Anhui Province, China, which has extremely mountainous and complex
terrain conditions. The bridge has a total length of 1,010 m, including a six-span main bridge
of 612m (66m + 4*120m + 66m). The main bridge uses the prestressed concrete continuous
rigid frame with high hollow thin-walled piers (83m). The authors collected 3D point cloud
data for the Bridge in China in 2017 and 2018 by using the FARO Focus S 350 laser scanner
(37 scans for 2017; 31 scans for 2018). The authors performed the registration for each 3D laser
scanning dataset by using Cloud-to-Cloud (C2C) registration through SCENE (FARO, 2019)
and manually remove the redundant data (i.e., trees, cars, and so on) by using the segmentation
tool in CloudCompare (Girardeau-Montaut, 2019). Due to the size of the point cloud data, the
authors proposed a skeleton-based segmentation method to 1) isolate the upper part (deck), and
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the lower part of the bridge (pier) based on the joint detected within the skeleton that represents
the bridge topology; and 2) segment each span into one individual part based on the joint for
local registration preparation.
3.1 Structural skeletonization and joint detection
The authors first manually draw a polyline (appears in red) along the center line of the bridge
from the top view of the point cloud (see Figure 3). CloudCompare then automatically
generated multiple orthogonal sections along the polyline based on the defined width between
sections (the distance along the polyline between two orthogonal sections are equal). After the
generations of several sections, the authors ask CloudCompare to extract the corresponding
cloud slices of each generated sections. Then, the authors rotate the point cloud to the side view
of the bridge and try to extract the 2D contour of each pier by using the “Cross Section
Segmentation” tool in CloudCompare.

Figure 3: Skeleton Extraction of the Bridge

3.2 Point cloud segmentation
Though existing research has applied automated algorithms for point cloud segmentation (Lu
and Ioannis, 2018), the focus of this study is not in the same direction. The point cloud
segmentation process includes two steps: 1) isolate the upper and lower part of the bridge; and
2) segment each span into individual elements. The author first manually identified the joints
connecting the cross sections of the upper part and the 2D contour of piers and use that joint in
order to isolate the upper and lower part of the bridge (blue: upper part of the bridge; red: lower
part of the bridge). The authors use the segmentation tool in CloudCompare to complete the
segmentation process. Then, the authors segmented each span into individual parts. This
segmentation uses the cross sections generated according to the polyline mentioned in the last
section (see Figure 4).

Figure 4: Point Cloud Segmentation (Girder/Pier; Span by Span)
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3.3 Registration
Local deformations of structure elements are critical to be used for investigating changes of
internal forces and assessing changes of bridge condition. The proposed knowledge-based
registration method is a non-rigid local registration that integrates structural engineering
knowledge for local deformations at the structure element level. Such a knowledge-based
registration method could help revealing local deformations of the bridge elements (girders and
piers) and eliminate the errors caused by other registration methods (i.e., ICP). The authors use
correspondences that are established based on existing local features. Moreover, the authors
selected these features at locations where deformations are unlikely to occur (both ends of
girders and bottom of piers) based on bridge engineering knowledge.
According to the point cloud, the points are much denser in the 2nd, 3rd, and the 4th span of the
studied bridge. The authors then examined the proposed local registration method in the 2nd,
3rd, and the 4th span of the studied bridge. Also, the authors registered these three spans globally
(registration without segmentation of individual spans) by using the traditional registration
algorithms (ICP) for comparison.
In the proposed knowledge-based registration process, the authors registered each span between
the two-year point clouds (i.e., register the girder of the 3rd span from the 2017 dataset to the
same girder in 2018 dataset). To get better registration results, the authors manually select the
corresponding points at both ends of the girder (the authors assume both ends of a girder tend
to have relatively small deformations than the mid-span based on basic structural engineering
knowledge) (see Figure 5).

Figure 5: Knowledge-based Local Registration – Girder (i.e., the 3rd Span)

By using the Iterative Closest Point (ICP) registration method, the authors registered the whole
three spans from the 2017 dataset to the same spans in 2018 dataset by using the traditional
registration algorithms (ICP) (see Figure 6).

Figure 6: Registration using the Iterative Closest Point (ICP) (the 2nd, 3rd, and 4th Span; yellow: 2017
point cloud; red: 2018 point cloud)

4. Change Detection Results and Discussion
The preliminary research findings suggest that the established knowledge-based registration
method has the potential of accurate detections of structural changes on curved continuous rigid
frame bridges. Such method resolves the difficulties of aligning the deformed structure with its
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original shape when finding correspondences for change detection during conventional rigid
and non-rigid registration approach. Besides, change detection results show the detected spatial
changes obey the fundamental structure theorem between each bridge elements and aligned
with the documented deficiencies in the inspection report.
4.1 Change Detection – Knowledge-based Local Registration on Girders and Piers
The authors compute a Cloud-to-cloud (C2C) distance between the registered point cloud
(2018) and the reference point cloud (2017). Results (see Figure 7) indicate the girders of the
studies three spans are all suffered bending and torsion, and the piers are undergoing lateral
displacement. According to the Right-hand Rule, the vector of the torsion can have two
elements that are along the x (lateral direction) and y (longitudinal direction) directions of the
bridge. Plus, the change detection results indicate the pier connecting the 2nd and the 3rd span
of the bridge is undergoing lateral displacement (see Figure 8). The maximum lateral
displacement occurred at the top of the pier, whereas the bottom of the pier has no displacement.
The results help explain a bending-torsion coupling scenario where the torsion of the girders is
balancing the moment of the high pier connected.

Figure 7: Knowledge-based Local Registration – Girder (top view of the bridge)

Figure 8: Lateral Displacement of Piers (i.e., Pier Connecting the 2nd and 3rd Span)

The authors also checked the bending status of each spans to determine the direction (upward,
downward) of the bending. For girders of each span, the authors select three points (joints
connecting the deck and pier) from each dataset to fit a plane horizontally, then calculate the
distance (d) from the vertex (point C) of this span to the fitted plane (plane1,2,3). Then, the
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authors compared the difference between the distances (Δd) calculated from the 2017 and the
2018 datasets to determine the direction of bending on this span (see Figure 9).

Figure 9: Distance Calculation for Determining Direction of Bending

Results (see Figure 10) indicates that the 2nd and the 4th span are suffered downward bending,
whereas the 3rd span is bending upward. Plus, the authors found that the piers within this threespan are undergoing displacement in the longitudinal direction (y direction) of the bridge. The
results indicate the consistency of the bending and torsional behaviors of connecting girders
and high piers at the joints.

Figure 10: Bending of the Studied Bridge

4.2 Change Detection – Rigid Local Registration using ICP Algorithm on Girders and
Piers
The authors compute a Cloud-to-cloud (C2C) distance between the registered point cloud
(2018) and the reference point cloud (2017). Results (see Figure 11) indicate the girders of the
studies three spans are all suffered only bending. However, the pier connecting the 2nd and the
3rd span of the bridge is undergoing lateral displacement (x-direction). The registration results
indicate that the girders of the bridge are suffered to bend, whereas no displacement in the
lateral direction should appear on the pier. Deformations shown from the registration results
show inconsistency between girders and pier and do not align with the documented deficiencies
in the inspection report.

Figure 11: Registration Using Iterative Closest Point (ICP) – Girder (top view of the bridge)
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5. Conclusion and Future Research
Due to the curvature of the studied bridge, the center of the gravity of the bridge is not on the
bridge, which often reflects in the coupling of bending and torsion. Moreover, since the studied
bridge is a rigid frame bridge, the joint connecting the girder and pier is fixed, which allows
force and moment transfer. In other words, the torsion of the bridge must balance the bending
of the pier in the lateral direction of the bridge. Moreover, the bending moment of the studied
bridge in the three spans are also balanced by the longitudinal bending of the piers according
to the joint analysis.
Most current research focuses on the use of "nearest" neighbor search (NNS) to compare two
clouds, which effectively calculates the closest (or most similar) points. Direct comparison of
two partially overlapping point clouds of the same object and measuring the changes between
them could be hard with some popular computer methods (i.e., ICP). It is thus vital to
understand small size changes of specific objects for interpreting deformations and require a
subtler analysis of the measured scene. Besides, structure engineering knowledge specifies
possible correlated deformations among connected bridge element, which is valuable
information for validating the change detection results and support further registration. The
proposed method does not only guide accurate local registration but also offers a potential for
adjusting and supporting the planning of bridge inspection. This study reveals the fact that the
traditional registration approach or register using the control network fixed on the job site might
not be appropriate for understanding the structural behaviors of curved continuous rigid frame
bridges. Moreover, the proposed method shows the potential of analyzing local deformations
of bridge elements for assessing potential bridge failures.
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